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1 Introduction 

Ylany approximate model baBed schemes have been presented (often in the neural network literature) for the adaptive 

stabilisation and tracking of the integrator chain: 

Xn 

Xi+ 1 1:S i :S n - 1 

f(x) + u, 

(1 ) 

(2) 

where typically the state vector x = (Xl, . . .  ,X.,,)"· E ,{" = lI!.n is available for measurement. However, despite the 

simplicity of the systems under consideration, little attention has been paid to performance and uncertainty aspects of 

the designs - ego for which fUIlctional uncertainties are the designs stable? Can nOll-asymptotic performance, ie. transient 

performance, be estimated a-priori? Can two schema using the same adaptive laws but different model representations 

be compared analytically? (for example adaptive laws for linear parametrisations can be applied to ego I3-spline models, 

radial ba."iis function models, polynomial approximants: the same adaptive laws arc being uscd� but "\vith different model 

repreRentations). DOPR the number of parameters llsed in the model detrimentally (or otherwise) affect the performance? 

To date bounds on performance measures for adaptive controllers which include control effort terms have remained 

elusive in the adaptive control literature. This paper presents the first bound on L'2 control and state performance 

measures. The only related literature is [6] where ideas from inverse optimality are used. In that paper, a special adaptive 

controller is constructed for strict feedback systems for whieh a �meaningful' cost functional can be exhibited to ,vhieh 

the controller can be shown to be optimal. However, the cost functionals constructed depend in a complicated fashion 

on the state, control and parameter estimate; and the interpretation of such performance measures is not clear. In this 

paper we fix the performance measure a-priori1 and then produce a bound. Thus these results are interpretable although 

not optimal. It should be noted that there is a richer literature which concerns only the transient state performance, see 

ego [5], or for results in the prescence of disturbances see ego [12]. 

The early schemes presented by [9] and [11] form the basis for much of the later work in approximate adaptive control. 

These schemes incorporate a sliding mode control to return the system to the region ,vhere the model approximates the 

system well; and thus global convergence results can be given. Semiglobal convergence results can be found in [1] and [4]. 

Here global results are sacrificed, but bounds on the allmvable parameter and state initial conditions are given to guarantee 

stability. In all these results the allowable system functional uncertainty is defined via the parameteric uncertainty in the 

model, and not vice versa; to compare the performance of different adaptive designs, then it is necessary to formulate 

the system uncertainty independently of the model chosen. In this paper we formulate functional models of uncertainty 

and an LQ-type cost functional. A semiglobal and a global result are given; in both cases the worst case cost is bounded 

in terms of the uncertainty models and the approximate model basis. Finally \ve discuss how these costs scale when the 
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resolution of the adaptive model basis is increased. 

Notation. The weight space and the state space are denoted by W = lIlCm, ,\, = lIlCn respectively. LP(n) denotes the 

standard Lebesgue space over n. ern) is the normed space of continuous functions on n, with the uniform norm. 

General inner product �pace� are denoted by 1( and the inner product i� denoted by C .)J-I.. The weighted inner product 

space urn; tv) has the inner product: (I, g) = .f� f(x)g(x)tv(x) dx. The weighted L= space L=(n; tv=) has norm 

IlfIIL�(";w�,) = Il f (,)woo(11 . II)IIL�("); note that the weight 'Woo is (non-standardly) defined as a decreasing function 

w: lIlC --+ lIlC. Norms for various spaces F will be denoted as II·IIF, for convenience 11·11 will mean 11·11, over the appropriate 

space, and if R is a positive definite matrix, IIxllR will denote the weighted norm v'lxT Rxl of vector x. The unit matrix 

will be denoted by I. The maximum and minimum eigenvalues of a matrix R denoted by X(R),2;(R) respectively. an 

denotes the topological boundary of n c X, n° the interior and n denotes the closure. m(n) denotes the Lebesgue 

mea.'mre of n. 

2 System Uncertainty and Performance Measures 

\Ve con�ider �y�tem� in the normal form of equation� 1, 2 where the �tate vector x E X i� available for measurement and 

the task is to stabilise x to a small neighbourhood of O. We will assume the function f is known only to within some 

uncertainty �et �: �uch an uncertain sy�tem is denoted 'E�. f will typically be constrained a-priori to lie within a fixed 

smoothness class 1(,1 and the general uncertainty set we consider is: 

6.(F, J) = {f E K I llfllF :S J} (3) 

where F will typically taken to be an inner product function space H (L2(n),L2(x),L'(X;w) etc.) . In order to bound 

control effort terms in our performance measure we will need additional Loo uncertaint�y information: we will thus also 

be interested in the uncertainty set 6.(L=(X; woo ) , Joo). 

The notion of well posedness of the system controller pair is given by: 

Definition 2.1. A system Ef, controller S interconnection (Ef' S) is said to be well posed if the system state x, the 

control u and the internal sig nals of the controller are defined, bounded, and a. e. continuous for all t ::> 02 The 

interconnection (E"" S) is said to be well posed if (E f, S) is well posed for all f E 6.. 

Typically approximate adaptive control schemes achieve a convergence to some residual set fl:x; containing the origin; 

asymptotic convergence is prevented by the 'disturbance' term which arises from the 'inherent approximation' error. 
IThe reason for a smoothness requirement is so that standard approximation theor}" can be used Lo estimate suitable sihes of the model 

from particular smoothne&"3 classes. 

2Note there is no requirement for the uniqueness of solutions 
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::"-J atural performance measures such as linearly \veighted L 2 norms of the state vector \vill therefore not be defined. The 

performance measure \ve consider in this paper is therefore modified to compensate: 

P=P(Q,k,flo) = supPf(Q,k,flo) = sup sup r xT(t)Qx(t) + ku'(t) dt, 
jEt:. jEt:.solns ('E,,2) iTl (4) 

where Q is a positive definite, symmetric matrix; (x( t)) denotes a solution of the (well posed) system (�J' 3), (3 denotes 

the controller); u(t) is a control implemented by the controller 2, and T, is defined: 

(5) 

where fl= c flo. We call flo the error set; it is taken to be a closed neighbourhood of the origin. The second supremum 

in Equation 4 is taken over all solutions of the dosed loop system CE,,:=:), and is required because of a possible loss 

of uniqueness of solutions, since, due to the use of a dead zone in the adaptive law, our differential equations have 

discontinuous right hand sides.;� 

2.1 Adaptive Control Solution 

The key idea in model-based adaptive neuro-control is to replace the functional uncertainty (f E �) \vith a parametric 

uncertainty (1::;:: aT qy, B E �f C W, where qy is a known basis), and then usc parametric adaptive control ideas to estimate 

the parameters e E Wand implement the control. Thus we first rewrite the equation 2 in the form: 

(6) 

where d(x) = df(x) = f(x) - Of <j>(x) and where Of E W = IRm is fixed given f. Throughout we assume that the 'ideal' 

model BJ ¢(x) is accurate enough that various measures of the approximation error (dj) are small. The measures of the 

magnitude of the approximation error are given by: 

9 = g(fl, (0) = sup sup 
lEt:.. xEQ\Qo 

IxTbdf(X)1 
Ilxll' 

(7) 

(8) 

where the approximation region n c X is not necessarily a compact set, and b is a weighting vector. Standard approxi-

mation theory provides uniform and 1i bounds for d for different approximants, and for different smoothness classes K. 

These uniform bounds can in turn be used to estimate the 'si7.e' of approximant required to achieve specified disturbance 

bounds (8, q, g) as above. 

The control is taken to be: 

u(x) = _aT <j>(x) - aT x, (9) 

3\Ve adopt the notion of a solution as in the theory of differential inclusions [2]. It was noted in [7] that the rigorous treatment of dead-zones 

must require the use of such theory, and that most treatments have ignored these issues. 
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where fj is an adaptive estimate and a = [at, . . .  ; an]T is chosen such that the matrix: 

0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

A= 

0 0 0 1 

-at -a2 -a3 -an 

is Hunvitz. The x subsystem is then written in the form: 

x = Ax + ((ef -1J)Tq,(X) + d(x))cn, x(O) = Xu 

where en = (0, . . .  ; 0, If'. The dynamics of the estimate fj of Bj are given by an adaptive lmv of the form: 

' T 
' 

O=a x bD(no,x)Gq,(x), 0(0) =0 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

where G is a positive definite and symmetric; adaptive structure matrix, b is a weighting vector, a is a scalar (the adaption 

gain) and D is the dead-zone function, defined by: 

{ O. 
D(no, x) = 

1 

when x E 00, 
(13) 

when x rf. no· 

Equations 9,12 define the controller 5( G, a, q" no, A, b). The closed loop interconnection (E f, 2) is defined by equations 

11, 12. 

The following assumptions are assumed to hold throughout this paper. First we let P be the positive definite, 

symmetric solution of the Lyapunov equation AT I' + I' A = -Q, we take b = (I'T + I')en, and no = {x E ,\:' I x T I'x -<: 7]"} 

for some 7] > O. To ensure well posedness of (E", 5) we make the technical assumptions that f E � C K is contained in 

the set of locally Lipschit7, continuous functions and that BT c/> is defined and locally Lipschit7, continuous in x VB E W. 

Finally we "Bsume that q,; E H. 

3 Performance Bound 

Let us first introduce two functions of the model basis C/>, which measure structural properties of the ba.<;jis. 'Ve define 

J.l: IE. -t IE. by: 

p.(e) = sup 11q,(x)112, 
'f/:Sllxllp:�:;r 

this captures the pointwise spatial behaviour of the basis. Secondly, we let R denote the Gram matrix of the basis: 

v 

(14) 

(15) 



The Gram matrix enables us to move betvveen the 1i functional uncertainty and the induced parametric uncertainty in 

the model; 2l(R) is a critical value for the stability analysis. 

We now give the central results, these bound the worst case performance measure P for the system (E",2) in terms 

of the uncertainty models and the function JI and the matrix R. 

Theorem 3.1. Let 0 c X be a fixed dosed set. Consider the system E" with functional -uncertainty L'. c L'.(Ji(O), 6) n 

L'.( L = (0; w=), 0=) and suppose Xo E 0°. Consider the performance measure P = P( Q, k, 00), Implement the controller 

2(G,,,,¢,Oo,A,b) where b,A,P,Q,Oo aTe as Section 2 and ¢ is a finite dimensional basis. Suppose i) 00 CO, ii) 

g(O,Oo) < 2l(Q), iii) q(O, (0), 8(0, 00) < GO, and let 

T 2 1 (0 + q(O, (0))2 TVa = max{xo PXo,7) } + 
2a 2l(G)2l(R) (16) 

wher'e R is the Ji(O \ (0) Gmm matr'ix of the model ¢. Then for' all adaption gains" > 0 such that i-v) {x E X I xT Px -<: 

TVa} C 0°, we have: (E",3) i8 well p08ed, x(t) -+ 00; x(t) E 0 faT all t 2: 0, and: 

(17) 

where 

(18) 

Proof. Define V: X x W -+ JR: by: 

� T 
1 � T -1 � V(x,8) = x Px + -(8f - 8) G (8f - 8), 

20' 
(19) 

and by a gentle abuse of notation, let V(t) = V(x(t),B(t)). Then Vo -<: TVa, since: 

Now suppose Xo E 0°\00• By thclocal Lipschitz assumptions an absolutely continuous local solutiOll<p(t) = (x(t), B(t)) 

exists. Let T' = [0, t') be its maximal interval of existence. Now when x(t) E 0° \ 00, 

V(x(t),O(t)) (21) 

(22) 

+�(ef - 0)TG-1e + �eG-l(ef - O)T (23) 20' 20' 

_xT Qx + xT p( {(ef - Of ¢(x) + d(x)} en) + ({(ef - O)T ¢(x) + d(x)}en r Px 

-xTb (ef - iW ¢(x) (24) 

< -(2l(Q) - g)llxl12 (26) 
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We now rigorously establish that that absolutely continuous solutions (x(t),e(t)) exist for all t::> 0, and that (x(t),e(t)) 

is bounded by the set L = ((x,e) I V(x, 8) -<: Vol· Define T{ = {t E [O,t') I x(t) rf. n° \ no}. Since V(t) ::> ° and 

by inequality 26, V -<: - (,),(Q) - g)1J2, it follows that rn(Ti) < 00 (measurability of T{ follows similarly to that of T,), 

Suppose T E [O,t') is such that a) X(T) E n° \ {x I xTpx -<: Vol, and b) x(t) E n° \It E [O,T). Since <p,x,8 are absolutely 

continuous on [0, t ' ) ,  it follows that V is absolutely continuous on [0, t'). Hence (eg [8J theorem 7.18), V is differentiable 

a.e., V E L'[O,t'), and: 

V(T) = V(O) + r V(t) dt = V(O) + r V(t) dt + r V(t) dt + r V(t) dt, h & & & (27) 

where F, = T{ = {t E [0, t') I.r,(t) E X  \ no}, F2 = {t E [0, t') I x(t) E n�} and F3 = {t E [0, t') I x(t) E anD} . F" F2 are 

measurable (as no, X \ no are open and <p is continuous); F3 is measurable as it is the complement of F, U F2 in [0, t'). 

We are going to estimate all the three integrals in 27. Since \>(t) -<: ° 1ft E F" (a., inequality 26 holds, by iv) and by the 

fact that Va -<: WQ), it follows that .f�, V(t) dt -<: 0. Assume X(T) rf. no, then we can write F2 = UaEAGa = Un:>l UaEA" Ga 

where Ga = (t;,t;;) are maximal disjoint open intervals with x(t;), x(t;;) E Dna; An = {a E A I rn(Ga) ::> lin}. As 

m(F2) < 00, the cardinality of each An is finite, hence by the dominated convergence theorem (V E L'[O, t')): 

r V(t) dt = lim 1 V(t) dt = lim L V(t;) - V(t;;) = 0, J F'J. n--+= U"EAn Ga u-+= uEG" 
(28) 

since by definition of the dead-zone X(t;;)TpX(t;;) = X(t;;)TpX(t;;) = TJ2, and 8(t) = 0 1ft E G" so V(t;;) = V(t;;). We 

only a.e. (as -itXT Px is defined a.e.) but is measurable a.e. so F4 and Fs are measurable). "\Vrite T{ = UpEJ-'Ep ""here 

Ep = (t;, tt) arc maximal disjointed connected subsets of IR (this can be clone since x{t) is continuous). If to E F5 then 

.r,(t) cannot slide along ana locally from below to since then (from the definition of no) D_X"'pX = 0 would hold at 

to which contradicts the definition of F5• So if to E Fs then to rf. F3, so to E aF3 c (Ti). But to rf. Ti so to must be 

an endpoint of Ep for some p. Since the Ep's are disjoint open intervals P must be countable and so m(F:5) = 0. Kow 

1ft E F4, 8 = IJOixTbG-I¢(x) for some 0 -<: v -<: 1, I) = v(t), and 

xT P (ilx + {(ef - Ii)T ¢(x) + d(x)} en) + (Ax + {(ef - Ii)T ¢(x) + d(x)} enf Px 

_XT Qx + {(ef - iW (p(x) + d(x)}xTb, 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

Hence similarly to F" jp, V(t) dt = jp, V(t) dt -<: 0. Tbus we bave sbown tbat V(T) -<: F(O), tbus contradicting tbe 

existence of T. Hence, 1ft E [0, t'), V(t) -<: V(O) = Va, thus <p(t) is bounded by L on [0, t'). Since L is bounded, it follows 

tbat tbe solutions can be extended, bence t' = 00 [2J. 
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The well posedness of (E,2) now follows from the observation that u can be bounded as a function of 'P - eg see 

equation 38 later. It also follows that x never leaves n since Ilx(t)llp -<: V(x(t),8(t)) -<: V(x(O),O) for all t :> ° and 

therefore by condition iv) we then have that x E n. Thus, we have also shown that inequality 26 holds \It E T, = T{. 

Now we bound P. By 25: 

(32) 

Let us consider the first term. We write T, = UpEpEp where Ep = (tp, tt) are maximal disjointed connected subsets of 

lRt (this can be done since x(t) is continuous), and define Pn = {p E P I m(Ep) :> lin}. Since: 

1 -V(t) dt = L V(t;) - V(tn -<: lO - 11', 
UPEl-'nEp pEPn 

(33) 

by taking the limit as n -t 00, and applying the monotone covergence theorem we can bound the first term of 32 by Va -1]'. 

Let the sum of the first two terms in 32 be denoted by P'. Then since Vo = V(O), and Ix T b d(x) I -<: gllxll' -<: gllxllbl'>'( Q), 

we have: 

1 2 F T  2 g {'  2 � 2 g ,  P -<: (Va -1] ) + iT, x bd(x)dt -<: (Va -1] ) + '>'(Q) iT, 
IlxllQdt -<: (\'0 -1] ) + '>'(Q) P . 

Rearranging the terms yields 

p' < ,>,(Q) (V _ '), _ 

,>,( Q) _ 
9 0 1] . 

(34) 

(35) 

so 'lYe are left with estimating the third integral. The idea is to change the integration over Tl to an integration over 

[1]', Vol as a function of V(t). Let 0 < I < 1, and define Ti as the time set where: 

(36) 

where Jo is defined to be the least integer larger than V��i". Then T, c; U;�, Ti since x (j. no implies V(t) > 11'. First, 

we would like to bound m(Tl n Ti). By inequality 26, and since Y is decreasing on TIl we have: 

m(T, n P) = Idt < -Vdt h 
X(P) 

h 
. 

T,nTj - 1]'(,>,(Q) - g) T,nTj 
X(P) ((V _ (. _ 1) ') _ (V _ ;" 2)

) 
_ 

X(P) 
1]'('>'(Q) _ g) 0 J ITI 0 J 1'1 - ',>,(Q) _ g' 

'low assume that t E T, n Ti, and define Cj = y'Vo - (j - Ih'/2 From the definition of n: 
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which is indepelldant of t, and therefore by 37 

f ll?(t)dt .ITl 

< 

)J0\�.r considering the sUlllmation a."i a Riemann sum, and letting, --+ 0, we obtain: 

fa' (t)dt < iTl 

Finally, inequality 20 completes the bound. Finally we show that x(t) --i no. Since m(T,) < oc (eg. from equation 37) 

and'U is bounded, the definition of �f implies x is bounded and thus x(t) is uniformly continuous. If rn = oo� then since 

m.(T,) < 00, we get t.hat. lim;-->=(t';+l - t,;) = 0, and so, by t.he uniform continuit.y of x(t), we have t.hat. x(t) --i no; 

the assertion is trivial if m. < 00. This completes the proof when Xo E n \ no. If Xo E no then eit.her x remains in 

no forever, in which case T, = 0, Pf = 0, all signals are defined and bounded and the conclusions of the theorem hold. 

Othenvise let T be the initial time instant \vhen x leaves no (no is closed and x(t) is continuous so T exists) . Then 

V(T) = V(X(T), e(T)) = V(X(T),e(O)) since e is const.ant. while x E no, and t.hus V(T) = XT(T)PX(T) + (1/2a)8jG-'8f = 

1)2 + (1/2a)8"fG-18f = 1)2 + V(O,O) ::; Wa and so X(T) E n. So, by applying the above arguments witb Xo = .r,(T) we 

obt.ain the required result. as Vo = V(X(T), 0),  thus complet.ing the proof. D 

Tbeorem 3.1 is given weight. by tbe fact. t.hat. finite dimensional models sat.isfying ii) and iii) always exist for compact 

n, and since Xo E n°, it follows that for all sufficiently large adaption gains a, t.hat. condit.ion iv) holds. But t.his comes 

at a price. If k > 0 then the upper bound on the performance growth is Ora). The increase of Pf is solely due to the 

increased control effort, 'if k = 0 then there 'is no 'increase, for Pf = canst. + O(l/a). It should also be observed that the 

L= uncertainty model is only required to bound the control effort; it is neither required to bound the state transient, or 

t.o guarant.ee st.abilit.y. 

To apply Theorem 3.1 for stabilisation on compacta (ie. when n is compact) � it is neccessary to kno\�l the uncertainty 

level 61 in order to ensure, via a Ruitable selection of the adaption gain 0:1 that the tranRient state vector lieR within the 

model's approximation range. This is an atypical assumption in adaptive control; universatility to the uncertainty level is 

a desirable feature of an adaptive design. In order to apply Theorem 3.1 to systems with arbitrary uncertainty levels, it 

is clearly necessary to t.ake n to be global. This then calls for infinite dimensional models since finite dimensional models 

cannot suffice for global approximation. 
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There are byo further issues that must be considered vvhen utilizing infinite dimensional models. The first is the 

restriction that only a finite number of parameter updates can be updated at any given time, so that the controller is 

physically realisable. We satisfy this requirement by restricting our attention to Semiglobal Finite Dimensional (SFD) 

models, which have the property that for any compact set n C X only a finite number basis functions have supports 

intersecting !1. A widely known example of an SFD model is a B-spline basis. 

The second issue concerns the rate of growth of the uncertainty. Spatial growth information is built into the basis 

function system in the parametric adaptive case, simply because the basis functions themselves reflect the nonlinearity 

of the system. In the case of approximate models, the basis functions do not generally have the order of growth of the 

system uncertainty, and hence the adaptive la\y may not be 'fast' enough4 , as illustrated by considering the system 

E : :i; = f(x) + u, where f(x) = I:�o 0iq,i(X) where the uncertainty is in the parameters Oi. Suppose further that PI) 

0-<: q,i(X) -<: 1, where P2) SUPPq,i = [i/2 , i/2 + I] and P3) ¢i(X) + q,i-l(X) ::> 1/2 and take OJ = 2 + (i + 1)23 If we 

consider the adaptive controller 2(1, a, q" [-1, I], -1, 1) it is straightforward to show (see [3]), that for any a > 0 and for 

any large initial condition x(O) = Xo > 0 we have x(t) -+ 00 as t -+ 00. This is despite the fact that the model's domain is 

global (it can even exactly reconstruct the nonlinearity globally!). This example highlights that it docs not suffice simply 

to ensure that the model's approximation domain is global in order to obtain global results; it is also neccessary that the 

adaptive updates reflect the uncertainty growth in some manner. 

In order to state the global result one further piece of notation is required: q,1" is the model basis which contains only 

the basis functions of ¢ whose supports intersect n. Gin is the corresponding restriction of G. 

Corollary 3.1.1. Consider the system E" with functional uncertainty .6. C .6.(£2(X; w), b) n .6.(£=(!1; w=), b=) where 

8 >  a is 'Unknown. S'uppose Xo E X is the initial condition. Consider' the perjo'rmance measur'e P(Q, k, no). Par-tition an 

SFD model (p as [¢' 1q,'1q,31 . .. J ,  and partition 0 equivalently: 0 = [0' 18'1031 . . .], where for each i Oi is a finite-dimensional 

vector·. Let R; be the £'(X,w) Gmm matr·ix for· the model ¢i, let {a,}i:>l be any sequence such that I:��11/ai < 00, 

define 

(40) 

and let G' = diag[G"G" . . . ]. Suppose i) !1o C!1, ii) g(!1,!1o) < ,>,(Q) , and iii) q(!1,!1o),s(!1,!1o) < 00. Implement the 

controller 2(G', a, q" no, A, b) where a > o. Then the interconnection (E",2) is well posed, x(t) -+ no as t -+ 00 and 

4This is analogous to the problem that occurs with normalised estimation laws VB. Lyapullov update laws with finite dimensional uIlcertainty. 

See ego [5], ",There it is shown that the linear growth assumption of eg [10] is needed for the adaptive law to be 'fast' enough; in contrast with 

Lyapullov update l�l.\'lS 'which are automatically 'fast' enough. 

5These assumptions can be realised by ego a first order B-spline. 
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only a finite number of parameters Oi are adapted. Now define n = {x E ;t'  I xTpx <:: Wa}, where 

Then x(t) E n for· all t :;> 0 and: 

where 

A( Q) 2 A(P) P(Q, k, no) <:: ,),(Q) _ 9 (Wa - � ) + k �'(')'(Q) _ g) Co 

Proof. First we obtain the estimate: 

(41) 

(42) 

dv. (43) 

(44) 

'low consider the restricted system where only the parameters Oi for which supp q,i n n # 0 are adapted. Since the model 

is SFD, only a finite number of such parameters exist and thus Theorem 3.1 applies. By the choice of 0, condition iv) 

of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied and thus Theorem 3.1 yields that this system is stable and its performance is bounded by 42. 

�mv observe that since by Theorem 3.1 the state vector of the system docs not leave n the unrestricted system exactly 

simulates the restricted one; which yield the theorem. D 

4 Model Dependency 

The key question '\vhich distinguishes approximate adaptive designs from their exact parametric counterparts concerns 

the effect on the system performance by the choice of basis functions and the dimension of the model basis. Here we 

briefly discuss the effect of the resolution of the model on the performance of the controller. Using models of overly high 

resolutions is common in applications: for example the bounds provided by approximation theory on the required model 

dimension are usually not tight, and the smoothness of the system functions is hard to estimate a-priori. 

Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 it follows that the sufficient conditions: 

(45) 

ensure a uniform bound: 

limsupP(,,�,3�)(Q,k,no) < !Xl (46) 
m-+= 

on the performance of the controllers 3m = 3(1; am, rpm, no, A, b), where {<t>m}m2:1 is a ba.":lis of increa.":ling dimension. 

The first condition ensures stability and uniform boundedness of the transient state performance, the second term ensures 

that the control performance is bounded uniformly. If the model ba.":lis is orthogonal then the dimension of the model can 
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be increased arbitrarily vvithout affecting either the stability conditions i) - iv), or the state performance transient (the 

case k = 0), since l-.(Rm) = 1. 

5 Summary and Further Research 

We have given LQ-type performance bounds for a class of approximate model based adaptive designs. The results can 

be easily extended to multi-input systems \vith matched uncertainty and other simple variants on the control designs. 

Due to the dependance of the proofs largel�y only on the existence of quadratic Lyapunov functions, extensions are also 

possible to the case of unmatched uncertainty via backstepping designs, see [3]. 
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